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Summary. In the first part of the article we introduce the following operations: OnX
that yields the set of all ordinals which belong to the setX, Lim X that yields the set of all limit
ordinals which belong toX, and infX and supX that yield the minimal ordinal belonging to
X and the minimal ordinal greater than all ordinals belonging toX, respectively. The second
part of the article starts with schemes that can be used to justify the correctness of definitions
based on the transfinite induction (see [1] or [4]). The schemes are used to define addition,
product and power of ordinal numbers. The operations of limes inferior and limes superior of
sequences of ordinals are defined and the concepts of limit of ordinal sequence and increasing
and continuous sequence are introduced.

MML Identifier: ORDINAL2.

WWW: http://mizar.org/JFM/Vol1/ordinal2.html

The articles [6], [3], [7], [8], [2], [1], and [5] provide the notation and terminology for this paper.
For simplicity, we follow the rules:A, A1, A2, B, C, D are ordinal numbers,X, Y are sets,x is a

set,L is a transfinite sequence, andf is a function.
The schemeOrdinal Indconcerns a unary predicateP , and states that:

For everyA holdsP [A]
provided the following conditions are met:

• P [ /0],
• For everyA such thatP [A] holdsP [succA], and
• For everyA such thatA 6= /0 andA is a limit ordinal number and for everyB such that

B∈ A holdsP [B] holdsP [A].
One can prove the following propositions:

(1) A⊆ B iff succA⊆ succB.

(2)
⋃

succA = A.

(3) succA⊆ 2A.

(4) /0 is a limit ordinal number.

(5)
⋃

A⊆ A.

Let us considerL. The functor lastL yields a set and is defined as follows:

(Def. 1) lastL = L(
⋃

domL).

We now state the proposition

(7)1 If domL = succA, then lastL = L(A).
1 The proposition (6) has been removed.

1 c© Association of Mizar Users
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Let us considerX. The functor OnX yielding a set is defined by:

(Def. 2) x∈ OnX iff x∈ X andx is an ordinal number.

The functor LimX yielding a set is defined as follows:

(Def. 3) x∈ Lim X iff x∈ X and there existsA such thatx = A andA is a limit ordinal number.

Next we state several propositions:

(9)2 OnX ⊆ X.

(10) OnA = A.

(11) If X ⊆Y, then OnX ⊆ OnY.

(13)3 Lim X ⊆ X.

(14) If X ⊆Y, then LimX ⊆ LimY.

(15) LimX ⊆ OnX.

(16) For everyD there existsA such thatD ∈ A andA is a limit ordinal number.

(17) If for everyx such thatx∈ X holdsx is an ordinal number, then
⋂

X is an ordinal number.

The non empty ordinal number1 is defined by:

(Def. 4) 1 = succ/0.

The setω is defined by the conditions (Def. 5).

(Def. 5)(i) /0 ∈ ω,

(ii) ω is a limit ordinal number,

(iii) ω is ordinal, and

(iv) for everyA such that/0 ∈ A andA is a limit ordinal number holdsω ⊆ A.

Let us note thatω is non empty and ordinal.
Let us considerX. The functor infX yields an ordinal number and is defined by:

(Def. 6) infX =
⋂

OnX.

The functor supX yields an ordinal number and is defined by:

(Def. 7) OnX ⊆ supX and for everyA such that OnX ⊆ A holds supX ⊆ A.

Next we state a number of propositions:

(19)4 /0 ∈ ω andω is a limit ordinal number and for everyA such that/0 ∈ A andA is a limit
ordinal number holdsω ⊆ A.

(22)5 If A∈ X, then infX ⊆ A.

(23) If OnX 6= /0 and for everyA such thatA∈ X holdsD ⊆ A, thenD ⊆ inf X.

(24) If A∈ X andX ⊆Y, then infY ⊆ inf X.

(25) If A∈ X, then infX ∈ X.

(26) supA = A.

2 The proposition (8) has been removed.
3 The proposition (12) has been removed.
4 The proposition (18) has been removed.
5 The propositions (20) and (21) have been removed.
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(27) If A∈ X, thenA∈ supX.

(28) If for everyA such thatA∈ X holdsA∈ D, then supX ⊆ D.

(29) If A∈ supX, then there existsB such thatB∈ X andA⊆ B.

(30) If X ⊆Y, then supX ⊆ supY.

(31) sup{A}= succA.

(32) infX ⊆ supX.

The schemeTS Lambdadeals with an ordinal numberA and a unary functorF yielding a set,
and states that:

There existsL such that domL = A and for everyA such thatA∈ A holdsL(A) =
F (A)

for all values of the parameters.
Let us considerf . We say thatf is ordinal yielding if and only if:

(Def. 8) There existsA such that rngf ⊆ A.

Let us observe that there exists a transfinite sequence which is ordinal yielding.
A sequence of ordinal numbers is an ordinal yielding transfinite sequence.
Let us considerA. One can check that every transfinite sequence of elements ofA is ordinal

yielding.
Let L be a sequence of ordinal numbers and let us considerA. Note thatL�A is ordinal yielding.
In the sequelf1 is a sequence of ordinal numbers.
We now state the proposition

(34)6 If A∈ dom f1, then f1(A) is an ordinal number.

Let f be a sequence of ordinal numbers and leta be an ordinal number. Observe thatf (a) is
ordinal.

Now we present a number of schemes. The schemeOS Lambdadeals with an ordinal number
A and a unary functorF yielding an ordinal number, and states that:

There existsf1 such that domf1 = A and for everyA such thatA∈ A holds f1(A) =
F (A)

for all values of the parameters.
The schemeTS Uniq1deals with an ordinal numberA , a setB, a binary functorF yielding a

set, a binary functorG yielding a set, a transfinite sequenceC , and a transfinite sequenceD, and
states that:

C = D
provided the parameters meet the following conditions:

• domC = A ,
• If /0 ∈ A , thenC ( /0) = B,
• For everyA such that succA∈ A holdsC (succA) = F (A,C (A)),
• For everyA such thatA∈A andA 6= /0 andA is a limit ordinal number holdsC (A) =

G(A,C�A),
• domD = A ,
• If /0 ∈ A , thenD( /0) = B,
• For everyA such that succA∈ A holdsD(succA) = F (A,D(A)), and
• For everyA such thatA∈A andA 6= /0 andA is a limit ordinal number holdsD(A) =

G(A,D�A).
The schemeTS Exist1deals with an ordinal numberA , a setB, a binary functorF yielding a

set, and a binary functorG yielding a set, and states that:
There existsL such that

(i) domL = A ,

6 The proposition (33) has been removed.
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(ii) if /0 ∈ A , thenL( /0) = B,
(iii) for every A such that succA∈ A holdsL(succA) = F (A,L(A)), and
(iv) for everyA such thatA∈ A andA 6= /0 andA is a limit ordinal number holds
L(A) = G(A,L�A)

for all values of the parameters.
The schemeTS Resultdeals with a transfinite sequenceA , a unary functorF yielding a set, an

ordinal numberB, a setC , a binary functorG yielding a set, and a binary functorH yielding a set,
and states that:

For everyA such thatA∈ domA holdsA(A) = F (A)
provided the parameters meet the following conditions:

• Let given A, x. Thenx = F (A) if and only if there existsL such thatx = lastL
and domL = succA andL( /0) = C and for everyC such that succC ∈ succA holds
L(succC) = G(C,L(C)) and for everyC such thatC ∈ succA andC 6= /0 andC is a
limit ordinal number holdsL(C) = H (C,L�C),

• domA = B,
• If /0 ∈ B, thenA( /0) = C ,
• For everyA such that succA∈ B holdsA(succA) = G(A,A(A)), and
• For everyA such thatA∈B andA 6= /0 andA is a limit ordinal number holdsA(A) =

H (A,A�A).
The schemeTS Defdeals with an ordinal numberA , a setB, a binary functorF yielding a set,

and a binary functorG yielding a set, and states that:
(i) There existx, L such thatx = lastL and domL = succA andL( /0) = B and for

everyC such that succC∈ succA holdsL(succC) = F (C,L(C)) and for everyC such
thatC∈ succA andC 6= /0 andC is a limit ordinal number holdsL(C) = G(C,L�C),
and
(ii) for all setsx1, x2 such that there existsL such thatx1 = lastL and domL =

succA andL( /0) = B and for everyC such that succC ∈ succA holdsL(succC) =
F (C,L(C)) and for everyC such thatC∈ succA andC 6= /0 andC is a limit ordinal
number holdsL(C) = G(C,L�C) and there existsL such thatx2 = lastL and domL =
succA andL( /0) = B and for everyC such that succC ∈ succA holdsL(succC) =
F (C,L(C)) and for everyC such thatC∈ succA andC 6= /0 andC is a limit ordinal
number holdsL(C) = G(C,L�C) holdsx1 = x2

for all values of the parameters.
The schemeTS Result0deals with a unary functorF yielding a set, a setA , a binary functorG

yielding a set, and a binary functorH yielding a set, and states that:
F ( /0) = A

provided the following requirement is met:
• Let given A, x. Thenx = F (A) if and only if there existsL such thatx = lastL

and domL = succA andL( /0) = A and for everyC such that succC ∈ succA holds
L(succC) = G(C,L(C)) and for everyC such thatC ∈ succA andC 6= /0 andC is a
limit ordinal number holdsL(C) = H (C,L�C).

The schemeTS ResultSdeals with a setA , a binary functorF yielding a set, a binary functorG
yielding a set, and a unary functorH yielding a set, and states that:

For everyA holdsH (succA) = F (A,H (A))
provided the parameters satisfy the following condition:

• Let given A, x. Thenx = H (A) if and only if there existsL such thatx = lastL
and domL = succA andL( /0) = A and for everyC such that succC ∈ succA holds
L(succC) = F (C,L(C)) and for everyC such thatC ∈ succA andC 6= /0 andC is a
limit ordinal number holdsL(C) = G(C,L�C).

The schemeTS ResultLdeals with a transfinite sequenceA , an ordinal numberB, a unary
functorF yielding a set, a setC , a binary functorG yielding a set, and a binary functorH yielding
a set, and states that:

F (B) = H (B,A)
provided the following conditions are satisfied:

• Let given A, x. Thenx = F (A) if and only if there existsL such thatx = lastL
and domL = succA andL( /0) = C and for everyC such that succC ∈ succA holds
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L(succC) = G(C,L(C)) and for everyC such thatC ∈ succA andC 6= /0 andC is a
limit ordinal number holdsL(C) = H (C,L�C),

• B 6= /0 andB is a limit ordinal number,
• domA = B, and
• For everyA such thatA∈ B holdsA(A) = F (A).

The schemeOS Existdeals with an ordinal numberA , an ordinal numberB, a binary functorF
yielding an ordinal number, and a binary functorG yielding an ordinal number, and states that:

There existsf1 such that
(i) dom f1 = A ,

(ii) if /0 ∈ A , then f1( /0) = B,
(iii) for every A such that succA∈ A holds f1(succA) = F (A, f1(A)), and
(iv) for everyA such thatA∈ A andA 6= /0 andA is a limit ordinal number holds
f1(A) = G(A, f1�A)

for all values of the parameters.
The schemeOS Resultdeals with a sequenceA of ordinal numbers, a unary functorF yielding

an ordinal number, an ordinal numberB, an ordinal numberC , a binary functorG yielding an
ordinal number, and a binary functorH yielding an ordinal number, and states that:

For everyA such thatA∈ domA holdsA(A) = F (A)
provided the parameters satisfy the following conditions:

• Let givenA, B. ThenB = F (A) if and only if there existsf1 such thatB = last f1
and domf1 = succA and f1( /0) = C and for everyC such that succC ∈ succA holds
f1(succC) = G(C, f1(C)) and for everyC such thatC∈ succA andC 6= /0 andC is a
limit ordinal number holdsf1(C) = H (C, f1�C),

• domA = B,
• If /0 ∈ B, thenA( /0) = C ,
• For everyA such that succA∈ B holdsA(succA) = G(A,A(A)), and
• For everyA such thatA∈B andA 6= /0 andA is a limit ordinal number holdsA(A) =

H (A,A�A).
The schemeOS Defdeals with an ordinal numberA , an ordinal numberB, a binary functorF

yielding an ordinal number, and a binary functorG yielding an ordinal number, and states that:
(i) There existA, f1 such thatA= last f1 and domf1 = succA and f1( /0) = B and

for everyC such that succC∈ succA holds f1(succC) = F (C, f1(C)) and for every
C such thatC ∈ succA andC 6= /0 andC is a limit ordinal number holdsf1(C) =
G(C, f1�C), and
(ii) for all A1, A2 such that there existsf1 such thatA1 = last f1 and domf1 =

succA and f1( /0) = B and for everyC such that succC∈ succA holds f1(succC) =
F (C, f1(C)) and for everyC such thatC ∈ succA andC 6= /0 andC is a limit or-
dinal number holdsf1(C) = G(C, f1�C) and there existsf1 such thatA2 = last f1
and domf1 = succA and f1( /0) = B and for everyC such that succC∈ succA holds
f1(succC) = F (C, f1(C)) and for everyC such thatC∈ succA andC 6= /0 andC is a
limit ordinal number holdsf1(C) = G(C, f1�C) holdsA1 = A2

for all values of the parameters.
The schemeOS Result0deals with a unary functorF yielding an ordinal number, an ordinal

numberA , a binary functorG yielding an ordinal number, and a binary functorH yielding an
ordinal number, and states that:

F ( /0) = A
provided the following condition is satisfied:

• Let givenA, B. ThenB = F (A) if and only if there existsf1 such thatB = last f1
and domf1 = succA and f1( /0) = A and for everyC such that succC∈ succA holds
f1(succC) = G(C, f1(C)) and for everyC such thatC∈ succA andC 6= /0 andC is a
limit ordinal number holdsf1(C) = H (C, f1�C).

The schemeOS ResultSdeals with an ordinal numberA , a binary functorF yielding an ordinal
number, a binary functorG yielding an ordinal number, and a unary functorH yielding an ordinal
number, and states that:

For everyA holdsH (succA) = F (A,H (A))
provided the following condition is met:
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• Let givenA, B. ThenB = H (A) if and only if there existsf1 such thatB = last f1
and domf1 = succA and f1( /0) = A and for everyC such that succC∈ succA holds
f1(succC) = F (C, f1(C)) and for everyC such thatC∈ succA andC 6= /0 andC is a
limit ordinal number holdsf1(C) = G(C, f1�C).

The schemeOS ResultLdeals with a sequenceA of ordinal numbers, an ordinal numberB, a
unary functorF yielding an ordinal number, an ordinal numberC , a binary functorG yielding an
ordinal number, and a binary functorH yielding an ordinal number, and states that:

F (B) = H (B,A)
provided the parameters meet the following conditions:

• Let givenA, B. ThenB = F (A) if and only if there existsf1 such thatB = last f1
and domf1 = succA and f1( /0) = C and for everyC such that succC ∈ succA holds
f1(succC) = G(C, f1(C)) and for everyC such thatC∈ succA andC 6= /0 andC is a
limit ordinal number holdsf1(C) = H (C, f1�C),

• B 6= /0 andB is a limit ordinal number,
• domA = B, and
• For everyA such thatA∈ B holdsA(A) = F (A).

Let us considerL. The functor supL yields an ordinal number and is defined by:

(Def. 9) supL = suprngL.

The functor infL yields an ordinal number and is defined by:

(Def. 10) infL = inf rngL.

The following proposition is true

(35) supL = suprngL and infL = inf rngL.

Let us considerL. The functor limsupL yielding an ordinal number is defined as follows:

(Def. 11) There existsf1 such that limsupL = inf f1 and domf1 = domL and for everyA such that
A∈ domL holds f1(A) = suprng(L�(domL\A)).

The functor liminfL yields an ordinal number and is defined as follows:

(Def. 12) There existsf1 such that liminfL = supf1 and domf1 = domL and for everyA such that
A∈ domL holds f1(A) = inf rng(L�(domL\A)).

Let us considerA, f1. We say thatA is the limit of f1 if and only if:

(Def. 13)(i) There existsB such thatB ∈ dom f1 and for everyC such thatB⊆C andC ∈ dom f1
holds f1(C) = /0 if A = /0,

(ii) for all B, C such thatB∈ A andA∈C there existsD such thatD ∈ dom f1 and for every
ordinal numberE such thatD⊆E andE ∈ dom f1 holdsB∈ f1(E) and f1(E)∈C, otherwise.

Let us considerf1. Let us assume that there existsA such thatA is the limit of f1. The functor
lim f1 yields an ordinal number and is defined by:

(Def. 14) lim f1 is the limit of f1.

Let us considerA, f1. The functor limf1A yields an ordinal number and is defined as follows:

(Def. 15) limf1A = lim( f1�A).

Let L be a sequence of ordinal numbers. We say thatL is increasing if and only if:

(Def. 16) For allA, B such thatA∈ B andB∈ domL holdsL(A) ∈ L(B).

We say thatL is continuous if and only if:

(Def. 17) For allA, B such thatA∈ domL andA 6= /0 andA is a limit ordinal number andB = L(A)
holdsB is the limit ofL�A.
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Let us considerA, B. The functorA+B yielding an ordinal number is defined by the condition
(Def. 18).

(Def. 18) There existsf1 such that

(i) A+B = last f1,

(ii) dom f1 = succB,

(iii) f1( /0) = A,

(iv) for everyC such that succC∈ succB holds f1(succC) = succf1(C), and

(v) for everyC such thatC∈ succB andC 6= /0 andC is a limit ordinal number holdsf1(C) =
sup( f1�C).

Let us considerA, B. The functorA ·B yielding an ordinal number is defined by the condition
(Def. 19).

(Def. 19) There existsf1 such that

(i) A·B = last f1,

(ii) dom f1 = succA,

(iii) f1( /0) = /0,

(iv) for everyC such that succC∈ succA holds f1(succC) = f1(C)+B, and

(v) for everyC such thatC∈ succA andC 6= /0 andC is a limit ordinal number holdsf1(C) =⋃
sup( f1�C).

Let us considerA, B. The functorAB yielding an ordinal number is defined by the condition
(Def. 20).

(Def. 20) There existsf1 such that

(i) AB = last f1,

(ii) dom f1 = succB,

(iii) f1( /0) = 1,

(iv) for everyC such that succC∈ succB holds f1(succC) = A· f1(C), and

(v) for everyC such thatC∈ succB andC 6= /0 andC is a limit ordinal number holdsf1(C) =
lim( f1�C).

We now state a number of propositions:

(44)7 A+ /0 = A.

(45) A+succB = succ(A+B).

(46) SupposeB 6= /0 andB is a limit ordinal number. Let givenf1. If dom f1 = B and for every
C such thatC∈ B holds f1(C) = A+C, thenA+B = supf1.

(47) /0+A = A.

(48) A+1 = succA.

(49) If A∈ B, thenC+A∈C+B.

(50) If A⊆ B, thenC+A⊆C+B.

(51) If A⊆ B, thenA+C⊆ B+C.

(52) /0 ·A = /0.

(53) succB·A = B·A+A.

7 The propositions (36)–(43) have been removed.
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(54) SupposeB 6= /0 andB is a limit ordinal number. Let givenf1. If dom f1 = B and for every
C such thatC∈ B holds f1(C) = C ·A, thenB·A =

⋃
supf1.

(55) A· /0 = /0.

(56) 1·A = A andA·1 = A.

(57) If C 6= /0 andA∈ B, thenA·C∈ B·C.

(58) If A⊆ B, thenA·C⊆ B·C.

(59) If A⊆ B, thenC ·A⊆C ·B.

(60) A/0 = 1.

(61) AsuccB = A·AB.

(62) SupposeB 6= /0 andB is a limit ordinal number. Let givenf1. If dom f1 = B and for every
C such thatC∈ B holds f1(C) = AC, thenAB = lim f1.

(63) A1 = A and1A = 1.

Let A be a set. We say thatA is natural if and only if:

(Def. 21) A∈ ω.

The following proposition is true

(65)8 For everyA there existB, C such thatB is a limit ordinal number andC is natural and
A = B+C.
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